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Management Summary
Strategic Alignment
Foundation Report 86, Strategic Alignment, was published in April

1992. This document summarises the main business messages arising
from ourresearch. Strategic alignmentdescribes the state when the goals
of a business and the computer systems that support them are in

harmony. Because those goals changesignificantly and continuously

for mostbusinesses, full strategic alignment is usually unattainable.
However, striving for strategic alignmentis clearly beneficial since
it brings the computer systems closer to full support of the business

goals

the closer the two are brought together, the greater the benefit.

The full report considers the impact of information technology on
supporting a business, and the practical issues, illustrated by case
histories, that need to be addressed in order to achieve successful

alignment. The full report is available only to sponsors of the
Foundation.

Manysenior business managers have a very real concern about the
value or lack of value of their investmentin information technology
(IT). Like systems managers, they are seekingto close the gap between
the potential of information systems to add valueto the business and

the reality of whatis being achieved.

There is now abundant evidence that businesses can achieve much

greater value from IT by changing the wayit is used. Rather than

merely exploiting the processing speed and storage capacity of
computers to automate existing working procedures, the full range of

IT capabilities should be applied to supporting businessprocesses or
even enabling them to be totally redesigned. However, aligning the

application of IT with business goals in this way presents major
difficulties for the business in general, andfor the systems department
in particular. The extent of these difficulties can be appreciated by
comparingthe activities that were critical to the application of IT in
the past with those that webelieve will becomecritical in the future.

The application of IT is evolving
through four stages

The application of IT is evolving throughfour stages, describedin detail
in the full report and summarised below.

In Stage 1, information systems automate the existing workflows
within individual business functions, whereas in Stage 2, the systems
integratethe flow of work across several business functions, although

the functional structure remains unchanged. The implications for
systems at Stages 1 and 2 are similar, because IT is being used to

automate business as usual .
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Information systems in Stage 3 enable the workof an entire business

process to be carried out as a single entity. Traditionally, this work
wascarried out by several business functions, so Stage 3 will require
radical changes in organisational structures, responsibilities and

workingpractices. However, the benefits far exceed those arising from
the incremental improvements of Stage 1 and 2 systems.

In Stage 4, information systems enable business processes to be

redesigned(often called business re-engineering) and thereby conducted
in ways that were previously impractical or impossible. Such systems
underpin revolutionary changesin the way that businessis conducted.
They demanda totally different approach to design, even from
Stage 3, and their implementation introduces far-reaching organisational changes.

Thedistinctions between these four stages arecritical. Each successive
stageraisesthe potential of IT to add value to the business and enables
systems plans to be moreclosely aligned with business plans, as the

figure below illustrates. It is only when Stage 4 is completed, however,

that a state of strategic alignmentcan justifiably be claimed.

IT s potential impact on the businessis related to the degree of business-_
process change

A businessprocessis a setof logically related work activities that delivers a business
result and is independentof the company s functional organisation.
High

Potential
business
impact

Low

Business process change

High

The successfactors for aligning
change between stages

Theactivities in aligning are closely related to five strategic elements
of a business, which also have to be harmonised before strategic
alignment can be achieved. These five elements are strategy,
technology,processes, structure, and individuals andtheir roles. These
elements canbe used as a meansof contrasting the successfactorsfor

aligning that apply at the different stages. The figure on page 3 shows

how the characteristicsof, and successfactorsfor, aligning within each

ofthefive strategic elements changeas the exploitation of IT progresses

through thefourstages.
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Thecharacteristics and aligning successfactors for each strategic elementcontrast sharply at each stage

Strategic element

Stage 1

Strategy, planning
and leadership

Stable environment
Conventional planning
Efficiency

Structure and
relationships

Functional, hierarchical
Systems function delineated,
responsive

Individual and roles

Dependent users
Systems staff narrow, specialised
Adversarial

Procedures and

Functional procedures
Isolated systeris support

Information
technology

Predetermined requirements
Established, closed systems.
Transactional, centralised

processes

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

> Volatile environment
> Visionary planning
B® Service

i

Process-based
~% Systems function
partnership

a Sophisticated users
____________ Broad, business-familiar
& Cooperative

___

_

_

_

\

# Businessprocesses
+> integrated systems support
\

> Modelled solutions
W_______ jnnovative, open systems
> Cooperative, dispersed

© success factors

The figure illustrates the extent of the change in the systems

environment that occurs as systems evolve from Stages 1 and 2 to
Stages 3 and 4. At Stage 1, strategic business planning,for example,
is a rational, top-downactivity that takes place in a relatively stable
business environment. At Stage 4, by contrast, the environmentis

_ volatile, and planningis drivenby a vision of the future that oweslittle
~ toan analysis of the past. Consequently, the successfactor for aligning
changes, from clarifying business plans to sharing the vision and

fostering change. Therearesimilar fundamental changesin the success
factors for the other strategic elements.

The systems department has to expand
the scopeofits activities

Developing applications at Stages 3 and 4 presents an opportunity for
the systemsdirector to add enormousvalue to the business. However,
he will also be required to continue to manage conventional systems
at Stages 1 and 2. As aconsequence, the systems departmentwill have
to expandthescopeofits activities, and develop the skills needed to
manageactivities at all four stages concurrently. The key to coping
with the increased complexity that this entails is to recognise that the
systems function hasthree distinct rolesto fill systems definition,

technical planning andservice supply.
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Systemsdefinition is concerned with identifying the applications that
need to be built, and technical planningis concerned with defining the
technical architecture and building the resultant technical infrastructure. Service supply is concerned both with operating the
infrastructure and with developing and maintaining the applications.
Eachrole needs to bepositioned differently within the organisation
and each requires a different approach to investment, and different
skills and techniques.
Systemsdefinition

Deciding which systems shouldbe built is a crucial responsibility at
Stages 3 and4 becauseof the major contribution that systems can make
to business success at those stages. Sinceit is a highly specialisedrole,
it is best undertaken by systemsspecialists working in the business
units underthe direction of senior business managers.

In manygroups, however, businessprocesses transcendthe boundaries
of business units, so some systems-definition activities have to be
coordinated across the group as a whole by a corporate systemsstrategy group, which should report to the chief executive officer. A
key memberofthis group is the chief information officer, who should
retain a responsibility for coordinating theactivities of the systems

specialists in the business units,as illustrated in the diagram below.
Systems-definition responsibilities should be positioned where business
planning takes place, and be coordinated acrossthe businessunits

Corporatelevel

eee

tA.

A

Business-unitlevel

Systemsdefinition

Technical planning

The main purposeof the systemsfunction s technical-planningrole
whichis a broad one is to define a set of guidelinesfor a major, long-

term group investment in the technical infrastructure. Without such
an infrastructure, process managementandredesign would beall but
impossible. Technical planningis therefore a groupwiderole. As the

diagram on page5 illustrates, it should be positioned at a level high
enoughinthe organisation both to ensure the compatibility of systems

that span businessunits, and to safeguard the future flexibility of the

group as a whole.
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Technicalplanning shouldbepositioned to safeguard group flexibility

Corporate level

Business-unit level
Systems definition
A

Technical planning

There are two further technical-planning responsibilities. One is to

identify the techniques and methodsthatwill be required for example,
process-modelling software, prototyping, CASE tools and object
orientation. The other is to carry out research and development
activities on behalf of the group as a whole monitoring the emergence
of new information technologies, determining their likely value to

process-supporting systems, and predictingtheir impacton the industry
sector over the forthcoming three- to five-year planningperiod.

Service supply

The service-supply role includes responsibility for data-centre
operations, network installation and management, security and

recovery from equipmentfailures. It also includes the development and
maintenanceboth of conventional systems and of process-supporting

systems. Service supply should be established with the emphasis on
efficiency and value for money.

To take advantage of the inherent economies of scale, particularly in
humanskills, service supply should bepositioned as a shared group
resource. This generally works best on a commercial basis, with the
resource pool charging for the services it provides, leaving control
effectively in the hands of its customers in the business. The
organisational arrangementis shown in the diagram overleaf.

Outsourcing the resource pool to a third party can be an attractive
option, mainly because the very economies ofscale that underpin the

logic of an internal shared facility apply yet more strongly to an

externalfacility.

Systemsstaff will require new skills

Systemsstaff engaged in Stages 3 and 4 systems-definition activities

within the business units will require team-workingskills, business
skills and familiarity with process modelling and simulation.
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Service supply should be positioned as a resource pool

Corporate level

A

Systemsdefinition

A

Technical planning

A

Service supply

Thejoint teamsof business and systemsspecialists that carry out the

|

systems-definition work need to model and redesign business processes,
simulate new ways of working and demonstrate prototypes that lead
to the development of process-supporting applications. Such jointdevelopment teams work best when theyconsist of a small numberof
staff who are selected from the best available, and whoare dedicated
to the task until it is complete. The difficulty of finding staff with the
right mix of business and systemsskills may proveto be the ultimate
constraint on a business s ability to implement process-supporting
systems.

Strategic alignment has important
implications for systems managers
and the chief executive

Aligning is the means by which systems development effort can be

directed to support the needs ofthe businessasclosely as possible. Much

of the systemseffort today is focused on Stage 1 and 2 systemsto help
automate the work within individualfunctionsof the business, and to

integrate the flow of work between them. Although they are rarely

major contributors to business success, systemsof this kind are necessary for normaloperations. At Stages 1 and 2, the systems department
respondsto the needsof the business.
A totally different world lies beyond Stages 1 and 2, however. Systems
|
|
|

at Stage 3 makepossible the restructuringof the organisation so that
entire business processes can be conducted by individuals or dedicated

teams. Systemsat Stage 4 go even further, enabling the work content
of the processes to be radically redesigned and simplified in ways that
would otherwise be impractical or impossible. Systemsof this kind are
a fundamental component of business success because they have the
potential to deliver enormous benefits.
6
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Thereis clear evidence from our research that systems managers are

aware of this trend in the application of IT, and expect that a
muchhigher proportion of their resources will be devoted to systems
at Stages 3 and in the future than at present. However, we believe
that they should also appreciate the extent of the change that is
needed within the systems function, and understandtheactivities for
successfully aligning at Stages 3 and 4. Thefull report answers these
questions.
In summary, the messages for systems managersare:

They must be prepared to maintain their involvementin the tra-

ditional activities of systems at Stages 1 and 2, and at the same
time, becomeinvolvedin the very different activities of systems at

Stages 3 and 4.

They must focus moreclearly on the three keyroles of systems definition, technical planning and service supply, and make any
organisational changes needed to enable theseroles to be carried
out effectively.

They must developtheir staff, especially those involved in systems
definition, to ensure that they have the new skills needed to
redesign and support business processes.

There are also important implications for the chief executive:

Forthe business to stay competitive, and to exploit fully and gain

maximum value from IT,the chief executive must be prepared to
re-engineerthe business. This implies using IT to enable business
processesto be redesigned, and takes the systemsfunctioninto the
activities of Stages 3 and 4 that we have described.

Achieving alignment between business goals and IT applications
requires major changes, especially within the systems function.
These will not be achieved without understanding and support from
top management, and a move towards closer interdependence
between the systems function andtherest of the business.

Striving for strategic alignment implies major upheavals for the

systems departmentandthe business.Thecost and effort involved will
undoubtedly be high but the benefits are potentially enormous.
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The Foundation

The Foundation is a service for senior managers
responsible for information management in major
enterprises. It provides insight and guidance to
help them to manage information systems and
technology moreeffectively for the benefit of their
organisations.

The Foundation carries out a programme of

syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,
rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
a rangeofpublicationsto its sponsors that includes
research reports, management summaries, directors
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which sponsors can meet and exchange
views, such as conferences, managementbriefings,
research reviews and study tours.
Foundation sponsors

The Foundationis the world s leading programme
of its type. The majority of sponsors are large
organisations seeking to exploit to the full the most
recent developments in information technology. The
sponsorship is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-

ment. Thisgives the Foundation a unique capability
to identify and communicate bestpractice between
industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers and users.

Benefits of sponsorship
Thescale and diversity of sponsors establishes the
Foundation as the largest and most influential

programmefor systems managers anywherein the
world. Sponsors have commentedon thefollowing
benefits:
Thepublications areterse, thought-provoking,
informative andeasy to read. They delivera lot
of messages in a minimum of precious reading
time.

Theevents combine access to the world s leading

thinkers andpractitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

The Foundation represents a network of

systemspractitioners, with the powerto connect

individuals with commonconcerns.

Combined with the manager s owncreativity and

business knowledge, participation in the Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
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